Rwanda launches a 5-year national hepatitis C elimination plan: A landmark in sub-Saharan Africa
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Ambitious global targets have been set for the elimination of hepatitis C virus (HCV), including diagnosis of 90% of individuals with chronic HCV infection and treatment of 80% of confirmed cases of HCV by 2030. However, in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) – home to 15% (111 million people infected with HCV) of the global HCV burden – only 5.7% and 2.2% of those living with HCV have been diagnosed and those with confirmed HCV infection treated, respectively. Many countries in other global regions, such as the Americas, Europe and Australia, have now incorporated HCV elimination targets into their national strategic plans, and several, including Australia, Egypt, Georgia, Iceland and the Netherlands, are on track to achieve these targets by 2030. Substantial focus has been placed on micro-elimination of HCV in key populations, such as people who inject drugs and prisoners, as a constructive first step towards broader elimination in their general populations.

In low-middle income countries, several programmes have developed national strategies or plans for viral hepatitis control, but many do not specifically target elimination, and most lack high-level endorsement or successful steps towards implementation. Nevertheless, several programmes have stood out. Georgia established a well-organized and well-resourced national HCV elimination plan with the support of strong international collaborators, whilst Egypt and Mongolia – low-middle income countries with high HCV prevalence – have well-established national HCV elimination programmes backed by high-level commitments from their respective governments. Both India and Pakistan have recently made commitments to scale up access to free diagnosis, treatment, and care of HCV using direct-acting antivirals (DAAs) under new national hepatitis strategic frameworks, leveraging the declining prices of generically-produced DAAs and strong regional and state level approaches.

In SSA and in low-income countries more generally, competing needs including unfinished agendas around major vertical conditions from the Millennium Development Goals have led to limited prioritization, attention and resources for HCV. These countries face ongoing challenges in strengthening preventive and primary health care systems for maternal and child health, developing laboratory capacity, and improving the weak registration and procurement systems for essential drugs.

In Rwanda, the current HCV seroprevalence is 4–5%, with higher prevalence in HIV-infected individuals (4.7%), prisoners (6.5%), and adults over 55 years of age (16.5%).

Systematic HCV screening for donated blood was initiated in 1999, and training and implementation of safe injection practices among health-care workers was conducted in conjunction with HIV control programmes. A national hepatitis control unit was established in 2011, and in 2013, the first guidelines for viral hepatitis were developed and disseminated. At that time, individual testing for HCV was available through ELISA-based antibody testing at only 1 referral site and confirmatory nucleic acid testing (NAT) at 2 sites in the country. Treatment for HCV remained limited to 4 referral hospitals using interferon-based therapies and as of mid-2015, only 253 patients were documented to have received interferon-based HCV treatment in the country.

Building on its highly decentralized and robust HIV programming, Rwanda has now developed HCV diagnostic capacities by using existing HIV testing platforms and laboratory transport systems. Currently, all hospitals in country use WHO prequalified rapid diagnostic tests for anti-HCV antibody detection and ELISA tests are available at 13 sites. HCV NAT is performed at 9 sites, including the National Reference Laboratory, 2 referral hospitals and 6 provincial hospitals.
testing at these health facilities and annual screening campaigns, an estimated 700,000 individuals have been tested.

In 2015, several DAA regimens were introduced in the national guidelines, including sofosbuvir/ribavirin, sofosbuvir/ledipasvir and sofosbuvir/daclatasvir. Currently, DAAs are procured through the government’s central procurement agency from originator companies with the current cost of a 12-week regimen of sofosbuvir/ledipasvir being $780 USD. However, through ongoing WHO pre-qualification of generic medications and volume-based price negotiations, the price of DAAs in Rwanda is expected to decrease substantially. As of May 2018, a total of 110 prescribing physicians from district hospitals have been trained in HCV management, including initiation of therapy with DAAs for HCV treatment. Several public and private insurances currently cover civil servant, military and other private formal sector employees for HCV diagnostic and treatment services. As a result of these efforts, treatment with DAAs has now reached over 10,000 patients in Rwanda. A study conducted on HCV DAA-based treatment outcome in the national programme has shown a 12-week sustained virologic response (SVR) rate of 91.5%. In a recent clinical trial using sofosbuvir/ledipasvir at a referral centre in Kigali, there was an overall 12-week SVR rate of 87%, though this was significantly lower in patients with genotype 4. A revision of the national guidelines is currently underway, including additional pangenotypic regimens for both treatment-naive and treatment-experienced individuals.

On 11th December 2018, Rwanda took a bold step towards achieving the global hepatitis elimination targets with the launch of a 5-year HCV elimination plan with high-level governmental endorsement – the first of its kind in the SSA region. The aim of the national HCV elimination plan is to achieve 90% treatment coverage for all estimated infections, exceeding the 90%-80% diagnosis and treatment targets for HCV elimination. In addition, it is projected that this ambitious goal will be achieved by 2024, well in advance of the global 2030 timeline. The plan projects to screen over 4 million individuals and treat approximately 112,000 adults. The initial estimate of the total budget required for this HCV elimination effort is $113 million USD over 5 years; however, this estimate will soon be revised to incorporate new prices for diagnostic commodities and medications currently under negotiation, which is expected to substantially reduce the initial budget estimate. The budget for HCV elimination includes procurement of testing commodities and medications, expansion of the health workforce (general practitioners, nurses, laboratory technicians), training of key health personnel, development of guidelines and monitoring tools, mentorship and supervision activities, and community awareness campaigns. Price reductions of DAAs are expected to result in a substantially lower overall budget estimate. In comparison, the annual national budget for HIV-related activities is $187 million.

Overall, the Rwanda HCV Elimination Plan provides a roadmap for Rwanda’s HCV programmatic activities and serves as a commitment from the highest levels of government to achieve these ambitious goals. This commitment is rooted in an equity-based approach to treating all who are suffering from this high-morbidity, yet highly curable, infectious disease. This plan will require careful planning and execution, a high level of efficiency generation through integration with existing healthcare infrastructure and platforms, and most importantly, generation and mobilization of significant financial resources, both internal and external. However, Rwanda has delivered on such commitments in the past, achieving and exceeding global targets in the face of other crucial health system challenges. With the launch of its HCV Elimination Plan, Rwanda aims to lead the charge against a crucial public health emergency in SSA and provide a much-needed model for an effective HCV control programme in the region.
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